
In this document we’ll have a look at 

carving a spoon as well as a discussion 

of wood grain for carving.

Carved Spoon

Here we will discuss two methods of carving a spoon, a ‘straight 
blade method’ and using a ‘crook knife’. You could also use a U 
gouge to make the bowl of the spoon.

Knife Safety Check list:

1, First Aid kit
2. Trained First Aider
3. Leader can see everyone (scouts sit in a semi-circle)
4. Everyone seated properly (see ‘knife work’ document.)
5. Use a ground sheet to catch chips
6. Remember the ‘Blood Circle’.
7. ‘Never cut toward yourself’.
8. Leader must go through safe carving practices and get scouts to 
demonstrate they know them every time.

Here the knife is pushed down into 
the wood. 
This pushes the grain (black lines) 
together and so we get a smooth 
surface with no chips or splits.

Wood Grain and Carving
The biggest issue for many of us when we start carving is that we don’t work with the grain. This is what makes rough surfaces and makes bits break off our work pieces.

Grain is the layers in the wood; 
these layers are the ridges you 
can see in the picture to the left.

If we push these layers apart 
when we cut; we say we are 
‘going against the grain’ (that’s 
where the saying comes from).
This will make the wood chip 
and split.

Here the knife is pushing the 
wood grain apart as it cuts.

You can see the surface is 
ripped and uneven.

Whenever we are carving the grain of the wood must be taken into account.

If you find your surface is rough and flaky when you try to cut it then you are 
probably cutting against the grain. Flip the wood over, cut in the opposite 
direction and you will probably find the problem disappears.



Rough Shaping

We sketch the shape of our 
spoon so we have a clear 
idea of what needs doing.

Have at least 3cm left above 
the top of the bowl to hold 
on to later.

To get the rough shape of 
the handle we can make 
several axe cuts into the 
side of the wood and then 
cut down the handle.

For an eating spoon (as opposed 
to a cooking spoon) we look for a 
piece of green (live) wood about 
3.5cm wide, 1.5cm deep and 21cm 
long.
A small curve in the wood can be 
helpful for eating with the spoon.

We don’t finish the 
handle fully yet. When 
we have finished 
shaping the bowl of 
the spoon we can come 
back to it.

A knife shaped like a shepherds crook. It 

can make spoon and bowl carving much 

easier.

Crook Knife

Safety Note

We use a crook knife the same 
way we do the ‘potato peeler 
cut’ from the ‘knife work’ 
document.

To make the cut; the thumb 
of the hand holding the knife 
sits below the surface of the 
wood and we make the cut by 
closing our grasp.

One of the things that is very unusual about the crook knife is that 
we cut across the grain when using it.

Because the crook knife is designed to make scooping cuts it will tend to 
take chunks off people if it cuts them. Once the above method is strictly 
enforced the tool is quite safe but do not allow any other ways of using 
the knife to be taught or used.
Emphasising that you take lots of little cuts and using very soft wood 
also greatly increase safety.

        Grain Direction

Its important that the wood you use is soft and won’t leave a strong 
taste on the food when eating; birch, hazel, and willow will all work well.



Straight Blade 

Method

We break the bowl of the spoon into quarters.

Then we scoop the wood out of each quarter 
separately. When done right this means we are 
never cutting against the grain.

Start by making a 
small depression in 
the middle of the 
bowl. 
This will act as a 
pivot point.

Now we make a series of shallow scooping 
cuts with our knife.

We start with the knife edge facing right 
and sitting on the centre line of the bowl.

Then rotate the wood and the knife against 
each other. This will make a scooping cut.

Stop the cut at the end of the quarter or we 
will start going against the grain and we will 
split the wood.

This is a slightly challenging method for the scouts. 

But it means that special tools like crook knifes or U 

gouges don’t need to be bought and maintained.

Centre Line

Next we hold the knife as 
shown to the left.

This will give us lots of control 
for the cut.

Again we start our cut with the 
knife edge sitting on the centre line.

This time we have the edge facing 
to the left.

Notice that my left hand is below 
the surface of the wood to protect 
me if I slip.

Again we make a shallow scooping 
cut by rotating the knife and the 
wood against each other.

Remember we will carve each quarter separately.
Here we started with the blue quarter and then made some 
small cuts in the red quarter.
Next we can flip the spoon over and carve the green and the 
yellow quarters the same way.
This is why we left 3 cm above the bowl, so we have something 
to hold when we carve the yellow and green quarters.

We keep taking little cuts from each quarter individually until we are happy 
with the bowl of the spoon.



Once the basics have been mastered you 

can make some nicer spoons with more 

detail work.

More Advanced Spoons

This is a spork with some detail 
on the handle.

General Tip

Tightly wrapped tissue paper 
forms a very strong protective 
layer to cover part of the edge 
of our knives.
We use this when we want to 
hold the blade itself which 
often happens when we only 
need to use the tip of our 
knives; like when we are 
carving the bowl of a spoon.

Finishing the Spoon

When we are happy with the 
bowl of our spoon we can tidy 
up the area around the bowl 
and then finish the handle.

Have a look at the ‘knife work’ document to see the different ways of carving the spoon safely.

The spoon must be quite small 
to be comfortable to eat with 
so trim off as much material as 
possible.

This is where the spoon really takes shape.

Adding a curve to the handle makes 
the spoon look much nicer and it is 
also easier to eat with.

This is a more ornamental spoon but it would work well as a cooking 
spoon as well.
Note: only use food grade oil if you what to preserve your spoons.


